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Abst ract - - ln  this paper, we study the term structure of forward interest rates in discrete time 
settings. We introduce a generalisation of the classical Heath-Jarrow-Morton type models. The 
forward rates corresponding to different time to maturity values will be equipped with different 
driving processes. In this way, we use a discrete time random field to drive the forward rates instead 
of a single process. We assume the existence of a general stochastic (market) discount factor process, 
which involves market price of risk factors. This way of building the model is motivated by statistical 
problems, which is the aim of our further studies. Since we are interested only in arbitrage free 
markets, we derive several sufficient conditions to exclude arbitrage opportunities in the models 
and we also present examples for the structure of the driving field, in particular, we use Gaussian 
autoregression fields. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Forward  interest rate, Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) model, Arbitrage opportunities, 
No-arbitrage property, Equivalent Martingale measure, AR sheet, Market price of risk. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  th is  paper ,  we s tudy  interest  rate  and  bond pr ic ing s t ructures .  We will cons ider  d iscrete t ime 
Heath - Ja r row-Mor ton  (H JM)  type  forward interest  rate  models.  Let  fk,t denote  the  forward 
interest  rate  at  t ime k w i th  t ime to  matur i ty  date  ~ (k, ~ E Z+) .  Thus ,  th is  interest  rate  is 
supposed to  ho ld  for the  t ime per iod [k + g, k + ~ + 1]. Based on this,  we can define the  bond 
price s t ruc ture  of the  market  in the  fol lowing way. At  t ime k, the  price of a zero coupon bond 
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having maturity date g is defined recursively by 
' } 
Pk,~ -~ exp - f k,j , 
j=o 
0<k<g,  
where Pk,k := 1. 
In this paper, we propose models with forward rate dynamics of the form, 
fk+l , j  = fk , j  + O~k,j + O'k,j (Sk+l , l  - -  Sk , t )  , (1.1) 
where (Sk,~}k,~ez+ is a random field and fkd, akd, o'k,j are all adapted to a certain filtration, 
say, (~'k}keZ+. The key feature in our proposed model is that the forward rates corresponding 
to different ime to maturity values can be driven by different discrete time processes, that is, 
the forward rates are driven by a random field. Hence, different market 'shocks' may impact at 
the different forward rate processes. 
Several authors have investigated iscrete time forward rate models. See, e.g., [1-3]. However, 
these are less complicated and less flexible models than (1.1) in the following sense. They defined 
the forward rates as 
fk+ld = f~d + ~k,j + C~kd (Sk+l - Sk), (1.2) 
{Sk}kez+ is a given sequence of random variables. In these 'classical' models, one single process 
drives all forward rate processes. Thus, random field models are natural generalisations of the 
classical models. We emphasise that this generalisation does not simply lead to the K-factor 
models in a discrete setting. 
The main aim of this paper is to study random field models and to build up realistic financial 
models which exclude arbitrage opportunities. In Section 3, we introduce the random field model 
we propose and make some necessary assumptions. 
In our financial models, we consider a general stochastic discount factor process which involves 
the spot interest rates of the market as well as market price of risk factors. This discounting is to 
describe how the actors price the assets on the market. We use this approach both in the classical 
and in the random field case. Many papers in the literature consider the so-called 'Martingale' 
models, where the model is formulated irectly under an equivalent measure, and hence the bond 
prices discounted by the spot interest rates are Martingales under the measure. However, we 
formulate our model under the objective (real) measure of the market. An important reason for 
choosing this approach is that the aim of our further work will be to consider statistical problems 
(parameter estimations) in such models. Some early results of ours on this area can be found 
in [4]. This was another reason for us to study the classical models as well, in a more general 
setup than it is usual. 
Our aim is to characterise the no-arbitrage property in random field models (Section 4), which 
has its consequences for the pricing problem as well. We also give examples for random field 
models (Section 5) and study the consequences of no-arbitrage conditions for them. In particular, 
we study autoregression sheets. 
2. MOTIVAT ION AND H ISTORICAL  REMARKS 
In the literature one can find several approaches to the formulation of interest rate structures 
and based on them one can derive prices of bonds and other interest rate dependent financial 
assets. An overview on this subject is given, e.g., in [5]. 
Our approach is based on the idea of Heath, Jarrow and Morton [6]. They constructed a
continuous time model for the so-called forward interest rate structures and derived the bond 
prices from this structure. Later on many authors studied similar models. We note that there 
are different parametrisations of these models. We follow the so-called Musiela parametrisation 
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(see [7,8] for more). We can summarise the basic Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) type models as 
follows. 
Let f(t, x) denote the instantaneous forward rate at time t with time to maturity x, where 
x, t E R+, where R+ denotes the set of the nonnegative real numbers. In the Heath-Jarrow- 
Morton (HJM) model the forward rates are assumed to follow the dynamics, 
dr(t, x) = a(t, z) dt + a(t, x) dW(t), (2.1) 
where {W(t)}te~+ is a standard Wiener process. In an integral form, we have 
/0' /0' f(t, z) = f(O, z) + c~(u, z) du + a(u, z) dW(u). (2.2) 
Having defined the forward rate dynamics, they proposed the following definition for the bond 
price. Denoting the price of a zero coupon bond at time t with maturity date s by P(t, s), they 
defined the bond price by 
{/ /  } P(t ,s )  =exp - f(t,u) du , O<t  < s. (2.3) 
One should emphasise that for any value x _> 0 in (2.1), the forward rate process {f(t, x)}~eR. 
is driven by the same Wiener process. Considering, for instance, the case where a(u, x) is deter- 
ministic, this means that the same 'shocks' have effect to all of the forward rates, which seems 
not to be very realistic. Therefore it is natural to generalise the model by introducing a random 
driving field instead of a single driving process. In this way forward rates with different ime to 
maturity can be driven by different processes. 
Such generalisation of the continuous time model has been proposed by Kennedy [9]. Later, 
Goldstein [10] and Santa-Clara nd Sornette [11] studied such models. We can formulate the main 
idea as follows. Let {Z(t, s))t,se~+ be a random field and suppose that for each fixed x E R+. 
the forward rate dynamics is given by 
dr(t, z) = a(t, z) dt + a(t, z) Z(dt, x), (2.4) 
where {Z(t, s)}teR+ is a Martingale for any s _> 0. Writing (2.4) in an integral form, we have 
1' /0 f(t, z) = f(O, z) + c~(u, x) du + a(u, z) Z(du, x). (2.5) 
In the continuous time case, we shall call a model like (2.1) 'classical' in contrast to a model 
like (2.4) which will be called 'random field' model. 
The HJM model (see [61) as well as the models studied in [9-11] are continuous time models. 
Several authors investigated the discrete time analogue of the continuous HJM models. Here, we 
mention [l-a]. 
As we described in the introduction, our main aim in this paper is to construct a discrete 
time forward interest rate models driven by random fields, i.e., we will study the discrete time 
counterpart of model (2.4). 
Based on the present study, one can hope to make a limiting transition in order to arrive at 
a continuous time model as suggested in [9-11] and to characterize no-arbitrage in such models. 
In this way, we can also find the precise stochastic tools (e.g., stochastic integrals) needed for 
the continuous time limit models. That was an important source of motivation for us to study 
discrete time random field models. Some early results in this direction can be found in [12]. 
We also mention that another interesting task is to investigate the parameter estimation prob- 
lems in the models we develop. Maximum likelihood volatility estimation in the autoregression 
Gaussian case (for details see Example 2) is studied in [4]. Note that one can also use our setup 
with other driving fields and investigate by similar techniques no-arbitrage, parameter estimation 
and further problems in the chosen model. Natural candidates for the driving fields could be e.g., 
more complicated autoregression sheets. 
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3. A NEW MODEL, BASED ON RANDOM FIELDS 
First, we shall describe the type of financial market which is the subject of our study in this 
paper. The main purpose is to propose and study a model for the zero coupon bonds with 
different maturity times. Like in the Heath-Jarrow-Morton type models, for this purpose one 
should introduce first the forward interest rate processes. Moreover, we need to construct models 
for the discount factor process of the market. This is needed for any pricing question in such a 
market and it is also important o emphasise that the no-arbitrage criterion can only be written 
by taking the discount factor into account. Having given the definition of the forward rates, we 
introduce the bond price processes and the discount factors. 
DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS. Let (fl,9 r, P) be a probability space and suppose that {~k }kez +. 
is a filtration on it. 
Suppose that {Sk,t}k,e~z+ is a random field, i.e., Sa,t is a random variable for all k, f E Z+, 
such that {Sk,e}kez+ is integrable and adapted to the filtration {~'k}k~Z+ for each f E Z+. We 
will use the notation A1Sk,e := Sk+l,t - Sk,e. We shall write 
c(k, tl ,e2) := cov (A1Sk,t, , A1Sk,t2) 
and 
d2 k,e := c(k, i ,e) = Var A1Sk,e. 
Note that for practical purposes one may assume furthermore that c(k, gl,g2) does not depend 
on k. This would mean that the Covariance of the increments i independent of the time parameter. 
Now, we define the instantaneous forward rate fk,j at time k with time to maturity j as follows, 
f k+ l , j  = fk , j  -t- Otk,j -t- ( rk , jA1Sk , j ,  
where k E Z+, j E Z+. One can write equivalently, 
k-1  k--1 
S ,j = S0,j + + a,,jZXlS ,j. (3.2) 
i=0 i=0 
In (3.1) and (3.2) the ak,j and ak,j are all random variables for k, j  E Z+. We shall suppose that 
for all j E Z+, the processes {ak,j}keZ+ and {crk,j}kez+ are adapted to the filtration {5rk}k~Z~, 
i.e., ak,j and ak,j are all bVk-measurable. 
Thus we have a model where the forward interest rate value fk,j can be considered to be 
announced at time k since fk,j is measurable with respect o ~-k. 
Now, it is natural to define the interest rate, holding for the period t = k to t = k + 1, by 
rk = fk,O, for k E Z+. 
Having defined the interest rate one can introduce the discount factor as usual, i.e., we write 
Dk :----exp -- rj , k E Z+. (3.3) 
Note that we formulate the returns of assets and also the discount factor using a continuous 
compounding convention, which leads in fact to a certain exponential form. In other words, 
the logreturns (the logarithm of the returns) are modeled directly and not the returns. This 
looks very much like the continuous formulation. On the other hand, technical convenience and 
tractability of the models are also important reasons for us to use the continuous compounding. 
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Let Pk,t denote the price of a zero coupon bond at time k with maturity g for all 0 < k < t. 
Hence we put Pk,k := 1 and in general we define 
Pk,t+l = Pk,t exp {--fk,t-k}, if 0 < k < L (3.4) 
Thus, one has 
Pkd = exp - fk,j , 0 < k < g. 
j=0 
It is assumed that there is a stochastic market discount factor process in the market, say 
{Mk}k~Z+, which is the key process in order to price the financial assets in the market. It is 
supposed to have the following dynamics: M0 := 1 and 
exp - rk + Y~ CkjA1Sk,j 
2tlk+l = Mk j=o k E 7Z+, (3.5) 
where Ckd is an ~'k-measurable random variable for k, j  >_ O, and we shall take the following 
assumption. 
oo S exp{Y~j= 0 ~)k,j/klSk,j} < ASSUMPTION 1. ~j=O Ck,jA1 k,j exists in probability, furthermore E oc 
oo for all k E Z+. 
The discount factor process {Dk }kez+ and the market discount process {Mk }k~Z+ are certainly 
both stochastic processes. The first is predictable to the filtration {grk}keZ+, whereas the latter 
is 'only' adapted. The market discount factor compared to the discount factor involves an extra 
term with the factors Ck,e that will be called the market price of risk factors, which correspond 
to the market. The role of them is to explain how the actors of the market determine the assets" 
prices. In fact, (3.5) allows the discount factors to be also modified at time k by each of the 
shocks corresponding to time k. Similar stochastic discount processes were considered in [11]. 
Throughout he paper we shall suppose the following property (restriction) of the market price 
dynamics, which will be important for the exclusion of arbitrage in the market. 
PROPERTY 1. For each g e Z+, the market discounted value process of the bond { ~lk Pk,t }O<_k<_~ 
is a P-Martingale. 
In the literature of bond markets we find in many papers different restrictions (settings) from 
that of ours: usually the HJM type models are already formulated under an equivalent measure. 
This means that the D-discounted asset price processes {DkPk,e}O<k<e are claimed to form 
Martingale under a certain equivalent measure. Thus, such models clearly exclude arbitrage 
opportunities (see Remark 2 for details), but we note that it is not necessary to choose that way 
of formulating the model in order to obtain no-arbitrage models. Nevertheless, this approach is 
often used for bond markets in the literature since they are easily tractable in this way. We note. 
however, that such an approach cannot be easily used for statistical questions. 
Hence, we prefer in this paper a different approach, namely, working under the objective mea- 
sure of the market (P) and for this we assume Property 1. In the following, we show that ~rbitrage 
opportunities are also excluded if Property 1 is fulfilled by the market (see Proposition 1). There- 
fore, we can build up general models such that no-arbitrage is still assured as well as they remain 
technically still tractable. We mention that for statistical problems our formulation (under the 
objective measure of the market) is more helpful. 
oo A REMARK 1. Note that to guarantee the L2-convergence of Y~j=0 Ck,j 1Sad, k E Z+ (and hence. 
convergence in probability as well), one can find some sufficient conditions which can be relatively 
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easily checked. Such conditions Will be useful for us for instance in case of Gaussian driving fields. 
Consider now the case where A1Sk,j is independent of 9we for k, j  E Z+. Then, the condition, 
j=0 
k EZ+, 
is sufficient for the L2 convergence of the series at issue. Indeed, take 0 _< m < n. Then, by the 
independence and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Define Ao := 1 and 
< 
E~,3~ ,j2 E~ ~ S~,3~ A ~ S~,j~ 
~2 =/rt  
j l=m j2=m 
k , j  ~ O~ as  m --.-* ~ .  
exp {k=~O i~=OCk#/klSk i 
AK+I := for all g e Z+. 
kffI__0 E (exp { ~=~0 Ck,~ A 1Sk# } ~'k) 
Let IP~: be the probability measure on (Q,~K) such that d~ = AK, K E Z+, where IPK is the dPK 
restriction o[ P on J:K. 
Then, the measures (]P~i}KEZ+ are compatible, i.e., I~¢I(A ) = IP~c2(A ) for all K1 <_ K2 and 
A E -~-K,, and there exists a probability measure I~* on (~, .~) such that it coincides with IP* K o12 
Jr K for all K E Z+ and it is equivalent with ~. 
Furthermore, Property 1 holds if and only if the discounted process {DkPk,t}O<k<~ is a ~*- 
Martingale for all £ >_ 1. 
PROOF. Note that {AK}KEZ+ iS a Martingale and thus for A E ~'K,, K1 _< K2 we have 
P*K I ( A ) = /A A K l d~ = /A E ( A K ~ ' .~ K1) d~ = /A A K 2 dIP = IP*K 2 ( A ) " 
Hence the measures {P~}Kez+ are compatible, indeed. Due to ~ = a{UKez+ ~-K} we conclude 
that there exists a probability measure P* on (Q, .~) such that it coincides with P~ on ~'K for 
all K E Z+. 
Now suppose that {MkPk,~}o<k<_t is a F-Martingale. We have 
exp - ~ r~ + ~ Ck#A1Sk,~ 
Mk = i=0 i=0 = AkDk, for all k e Z+, ( / )  1-I E exp Ck,iA1Sk,i ~ 
i=0  
and hence, using the abstract version of the Bayes formula (see Lemma A.0.4 in [7]) we obtain 
E (Dk+lPk+l,l Ak+l I~k) 
E* (Dk+lPk+l,e [~-k) = E (Ak+l I ~-k) 
= E (Mk+lPk+l ,e  I r~)  _ M~P~,____~ = D~P~,~, 
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where E and E* denotes expectation taken with respect to l? and I~*, respectively. Thus, 
{DkPk,~}O<k<t is a IF*-Martingale. One can prove similarly that  the Mart ingale property of 
{DkPk,e}O<k<¢ implies that  {MkPk,t}o<k<t is a lP-Martingale. For this, we only note that 
dP K dP;~ = AK 1 a.s. for all K E Z+. | 
REMARK 2. A financial strategy, say zr, in the market is defined as a sequence of portfolios 
zr. = ( j3~, f~, . . .  ,~) ,  n E Z+, where N is a positive integer, a(/3 n) C 5vn (0 _< i _< N), 
and/~ denotes the number of bonds with matur i ty  date n + i in the portfolio at time n. The 
n value of the portfolio of such a strategy at t ime n is X~ = }-~.N=o/3~ Pn,n+~. Furthermore, the 
strategy zr is called self-financing if it is predictable, i.e., a(/3~) C 5rn_l (0 < i < N), and we 
~r X--',N ~n/),  have Xn_ 1 = /--~i=0 ~'i n-l,n+i. This means that the portfolio 7rn is chosen at t ime n - 1 using 
~--~N e~n- 1/) only the available capital Xn~ 1 -- 2.~i=0/9i n- l ,n+i -1  at that time, that is neither additional 
investment nor any withdrawal takes place. The self-financing property can be equivalently 
~'~N-l{]~n n--1 n n-1 formed as z-,i=0 ~ i - /3/+1 )Pn-l,n+i + ]~NPn-l,n+g --/3O Pn-t ,n-1 = 0 (n > 0). It is easy 
to see that  the discounted value process {DnX~}nez+ of a self-financing zr forms a Martingale 
under a measure IP* if the discounted bond processes {DkPk,e}O<k<e are Martingales under IF* 
for g E Z+. Therefore, under such circumstances, Xg = 0 implies E*X~ = 0 for n ~ Z+, and 
thus IF*(X~ _ 0) _> 0 together with g}*(X~ > 0) > 0 cannot be fulfilled for a fixed T. That 
is, arbitrage strategy cannot be constructed provided that IP* is an equivalent measure with the 
objective measure IF of the market. 
4.  NO-ARBITRAGE CRITERIA  
In this section, we give results on the exclusion of arbitrage in the proposed random field type 
HJM model. 
THEOREM 1. Property 1 is valid if and only if we have a.s. for all 0 <_ k < ~, 
where 
' } { } = exp rk -- fk,e-k-1 + Ctk, J , (4.1) j=0 
Ck,j--ak,j, if 0 < j  <e--  k -2 ,  
~be(k,j) := - - 
Ckd, i f  ~-- k - 1 _< j. 
If, furthermore, q)kd = 0 for j > N,  where N E Z+ is fixed then the no-arbitrage condition (4.1) 
can be written as 
£-k-2 } Gk,Nv(e-k-2)(¢~(k,O), . . .  , ~P~(k, N V (f - k - 2))) 
=exp rk- -  fk ,e -k - l  + E ak,j (4.2) 
Gk,Nv(e-k-2)(¢k,0, . . -  Ck,Nv(e-k-2)) ' j=0 
where G k,i is the joint conditional moment generating function of A 1Sk, o,. • •, A 1Sk,i with respect 
to ~k under the measure ~. 
PROOF. First  note that 
Pk+l,eMk+l = Pk,tMkA(k,  £), 0 <_ k < l, 
where 
A(k, t) = 
exp { - rk  
£-k -2  
+f~,~-k - i -  ~ ak , j -  
j=0 
t-k-2 } 
Y~ ak,jA1Sk,j  + ~ ¢k,3A1Sk,3 
j =0 j =0 
 (exp{: ) A 
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Now, the process {Pk,eMk}o<k<e is a Martingale if and only if 
E(A(k,g)IYa) = 1 a.s., for 0 < k < g. 
{ ~-k-~ } It only remains to be mentioned that B(k, ~) = exp fa,~_~_~ - z-~j=o aa,j - r~ is measurable 
with respect o ~'a. Thus, we get (4.1). 
Next, (4.2) is also immediate in case of the independence of the increment A~Sk,j (d E Z+) 
of Y=k. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the random vector (AiSa,o, i l Sk ,1 , . . .  , A1Sk, j )  is normally dis- 
tributed with respect o ~ and ~-independent of.T'k for ali k, j  E Z+. Assume further that ¢a,~ 
is deterministic, k, j  E Z+, ~j=O 2 2 ~ c¢ oo ~gk,jak, j < 00, and ~3~=o ~-~j2=jl-t-1 [¢k,j,¢k,j~e(k, j l , j2 ) l  < 00. 
Then the no-arbitrage Property 1 implies 
m-1 1 oo 
j=o 3=o (4.3) 
[~m+k+l  (k , j l )Cm+k- i  (k, j2) - Ck,j~¢kd~] c(k,jl, j~) = O, 
j l  m0 j2=j l+ l  







I oo ~--1 1 2 ] 
a~,~ = a~,~ - y~ ¢~,jc(i, j e) + ~ a~,jc(i, j  e) + ~d~.t~,~ i, e E Z+. 
j=o j=o 
PROOF. Note that Y~=0 CkjA1Skj  is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 
Ck,jdkj + 2 E E CkmCk,j2c(k'j1'J2)' 
j=O jl=O j2=J l+l  
k E Z+, furthermore, y~9~__0 ~t(k,j)A1Skj is also Gaussian with mean 0 and its variance can be 
calculated similarly. Hence, recalling the moment generating function of a normal distribution 
and applying (4.1) by setting m = l - k - 1 one obtains (4.3) directly. 
Now we turn to the derivation of (4.4). For this, we start by writing (4.3) in the form 
[oo k,j k,j ~I rn-1 ] m-lak,j I X-"¢2 d 2 2 Ckdakdd~,J + E 2 2 
- ~ LJ~=o - akjdk, J j=0 j=0 j=0 
[ ~ oo m-1 oo 
jl=O j2=j1+1 jl=O j2=jI+I 
m-2 m- I  m-2  m-1 "] 
jl=O j2=j1+l jl=O j2=jl+l 
Hence, for i >_ 0, ~ > 0, we have 
1 2 2 ~x~ fi,e+l - fi,e = ai,e + d2,e¢i,eai,e - ~ ai,edi,e + E ai,e¢i,J2c(i'g'J2) 
j2=£+I 
£- i  ~- I  
- E aij~ai,ec(i,jl,g)+ E ¢,,j,a~,~c(i,j~,e). 
j~=0 j~=0 
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Substitution of a~,t in this expression by using (3.1) leads to 
c¢ t -1  [ Y,+],e - :i,e+l = ai,e A1Si,e - ~-~. ¢~dc( i ,e , j )  + ~ o , j c ( i ,g , j )  + 2 ' ' 
j=o j=o 
= cr~.,eA~S~,e + a~,e, 
and hence, we obtain (4.4). It 
5. EXAMPLES FOR THE DRIV ING PROCESS 
In the following examples, we shall suppose that {rhj }~,jez+ form a white noise system, i.e., let 
~h,j be i.i.d, random variables with mean zero and variance 1 for i , j  • Z+. We shall, furthermore, 
define ~'k := a (rhj I i < k, j • Z+). 
EXAMPLE 1. Define the driving process as a partial sum of the ~k,e, that is, 
k t 
:= k, t • z+. 
i=0 j=0 
It gives 
Sk+l ,g+l  ~- Sk,~+l -4- Sk+l,¢ -- Sk,t "4- r /k+l , t+l .  
For each ~ E Z+, the independence of the rhj together with EVi,j = 0 imply that {Sk,e}kez_ 
is a Martingale with respect o {~'k}keZ+ for each g E Z+. Furthermore, we have 
j l=0 j2=0 
llA£2 
= y~ E (r/k+l,j) 2 = ~1/X ~2 + 1 := c(~1, ~2). 
j=0 
Hence this driving process fulfills the required assumptions, furthermore, the covariance function c 
is independent of the time parameter k. 
EXAMPLE 2. AR MODEL. Fix a constant p E N. We define the driving process by 
k g 
s,,,, = E E / - "7 , , , ,  k,e z+. 
i=0 j=0 
Hence, in this case, we have 
Sk+l,e+l = Sk,e+l + pSk+l,e - pSk,e + ~k+1,~+1 
for k, g • Z+. Then one can write 
A1Sk , t+ I  = pAISk,t  -4- ~k+l,£+l,  
which means that  {AiSk, t}tez+ is an autoregression process (AR(1)) with coefficient p. 
For this, we have 
el t2 
j l=0 j~=0 
= pel+e2+2 _ p]tl-e21 
p2 _ 1 , for p ¢ +1. 
Note that we have again a covariance function that does not depend on the time parameter k. 
For p = 1 we have the model studied in Example 1. For p = -1 ,  one can easily derive 
cov(A1S~,t,, A1S~,e2) = (-1)e'+e2(t l /x 22 + 1). 
We mention that by the choice p = 0, we obtain A1Sk J = ~lk+ld, k , j  • Z+. In this case, the 
process {Skj}kez+ is a discrete random walk. Moreover, Sk,j, and Sk,j~ are evolving indepen- 
dently for j l  7 ~ J2 and hence this setup is not very realistic. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Consider an AR model, where the ~?i,j are independent, standard normally 
distributed (i, j E Z+), t) E (-1, 1), and the volatility structure is simply o" = a~,j a.s. (i, j E Z+) 
with o" E R. Suppose that the market price of risk factors are of the form Ck,j = bq j , k, j E Z+. 
with b E R and q E (-1,  1). 
Then, Assumption 1 is fulfilled and under the no-arbitrage Property 1, we have the following 
forward rate structure, 
o" 2 2t 
fk , t  -- f k - l , t+ I  -- Q ( fk , t -1  -- f k - l , t )  = drT]k,t + -~ Z ~i o"bq ~ 
1 - Qq' 
i=0 
and  hence ,  
f k , l - I  -- f k - l ,e  "~ dr E O£-i-17]k'i "4- -~  0 i 
i :0  \ i=0  
2 ~- i  
c~b ~ O~_~_lq ~
1 
for k> l, 2>1.  
PROOF. Using the results of Corollary 1 one can get the above statements after some direct 
calculations. 
REMARK 3. There are certainly further questions that one could ask in the setting we introduced. 
First, the problem of pricing of interest rate derivatives. Secondly, one can study the limiting 
connections between the discrete and continuous time models. A third interesting area would 
be the estimations of parameters in our models. The latter two problems are considered in [12] 
and [4], respectively. 
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